WHAT IS A KALIMA? ʾASTARĀBĀḎĪ’S ANSWER*
Pierre Larcher
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The choice of the present subject undoubtedly derives from the questions aroused in the occasion of this fĳirst colloquium of Arabic linguistics.
However, the question is not new to me. In fact, it dates back to my days
as a PhD student, when I acquainted myself with the writings of a currently well known, at that time less if not ill-known, Arab grammarian.
I am obviously referring to Raḍī ad-dīn al-ʾAstarābāḏī the author of the
Šarḥ al-Kāfĳiya and of the Šarḥ aš-Šāfĳiya, two great commentaries on two
compendiums written by another author, Ibn Ḥājib, namely al-Kāfĳiya fī
n-naḥw and aš-Šāfĳiya fī ṣ-ṣarf. The fĳirst deals with syntax and the second
with morphology. The fĳirst constitutes the core of the present study. I
will quote it from the Istanbul edition of 1310H, for a long time the only
one available (there exist at least three recent editions today). I will not
translate kalima, but limit myself to reminding that this word is both the
singulative (ism al-waḥda) of the collective kalim and the singular of the
plural kalimāt.

C

1. The kalima: Neither a Word, Nor a Morpheme
At the beginning of the Šarḥ al-Kāfĳiya, Raḍī d-dīn al-ʾAstarābāḏī begins
with the defĳinition of the kalām given by Ibn Ḥājib in the Kāfĳiya:
An utterance is everything that contains two kalima as a result of the predicative connection. This only occurs in the case of two nouns or in the case
of a verb and a noun.1

which he comments in these terms:

* I kindly thank Professor Giuliano Lancioni for his invitation, which obliged me to
resume an old work.
1
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.7): al-kalām mā taḍammana kalimatayn bil-ʾisnād wa-lā
yataʾattā ḏālika ʾillā fī smayni ʾaw fī fĳiʿl wa-ism.
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By “which contains two kalima”, we mean that the utterance is composed by
these two or that these constitute its two parts (or elements).2

by adding (I will only quote what is relevant to the scope of this paper):
[. . .] and the two parts of the utterance can be either explicit as in Zaydun qāʾimun and qāma Zaydun, or implicit, [. . .] or one of the two can be
implicit but not the other. The implicit one can be either the verb [. . .] or
the subject, as in Zaydun qāma.3

It is clear that for Raḍī d-dīn al-ʾAstarābāḏī both:
(1) Zaydun
Zayd

qāʾimun
standing

ed

‘Zayd is standing’

stood

Zaydun
Zayd
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(2) qāma
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and:

‘Zayd stood’

Zaydun qāʾimun
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are utterances (kalām), each of them constituted of two kalima, i.e. two
nouns in (1), a verb and a noun in (2).
However, at the beginning of the third and last part of his work, devoted
to the particle (ḥarf: this constitutes the third of the three kinds of kalima
recognised by the Arabic grammatical tradition, after the noun and the
verb) he gives as an example:

and:
(4) qad qāma Zaydun

2
In ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.7): wa-naʿnī bi-taḍammunihi l-kalimatayn tarakubbahu
minhumā ʾaw kawnahumā juzʾayhi.
3
Wa-juzʾā l-kalām yakūnāni malfūḏ̣ayn ka-Zaydun qāʾimun wa-qāma Zaydun wamuqadarrayn [. . .] ʾaw ʾaḥaduhumā muqaddar dūna l-ʾāxar wa-huwa ʾimmā fĳiʿl [. . .] ʾaw
fāʿil kamā fī Zaydun qāma.
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indicating that “each of the two abovementioned utterances is composed
of four kalimāt”,4 i.e. the tanwīn (-n) which is added to Zayd and qāʾim in
(3), the particle qad which comes before the verb, and the tanwīn which
is added to Zayd in (4).
At this point, a fĳirst conclusion can be drawn: a kalima is not a word.
There would actually be two words in (1) and in (3), two in (2) but three
in (4). A kalima is not even a morpheme. If by morpheme we mean a
minimal meaningful unit, we would at least count six morphemes in (1)
and (3), i.e.:
(1’) = (3’)

Zayd-u-n qāʾim-u-n

ed

and at least four in (2), i.e.:
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(2’) qāma Zayd-u-n
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and fĳive in (4), i.e.:
(4’) qad qāma Zayd-u-n
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where, besides the tanwīn, we would count as a morpheme the vowel -uwhich is the mark of the nominative case. As for Western scholars of Arabic, most of them would see in qāʾimun and qāma the association of two
morphemes: a lexical one (to which correspond the “consonantal root”
√qwm and the meaning ‘to stand up’), and a grammatical one (to which
correspond the patterns fāʿil and faʿala and the meanings ‘active participle’ and ‘3rd person m.s. of the perfect’). This would bring the total number of morphemes to seven in (1) and (3), fĳive in (2) and six in (4) . . .
If a kalima is neither a word nor a morpheme, what is it then? The
answer to this question is uncertain, because we are faced with two
possibilities:
1. either Raḍī d-dīn al-ʾAstarābāḏī contradicts himself
2. or he does not contradict himself, in which case we have to fĳind an
interpretation of kalima compatible with the double counting of
kalimāt in (1) that the author does, respectively two and four.

4

2.319: kull wāḥid min al-kalāmayn al-maḏkūrayn murakkab min ʾarbaʿ kalimāt.
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2. What If, Despite Everything, the Kalima Was a Morpheme?
2.1. Morphemes Belonging to the Non-Concatenative Morphology

If a kalima is not a word, it might be a morpheme. This comes directly
from the defĳinition of kalima given by Ibn Ḥājib as “an expression instituted for a single meaning”.5 One expression, one meaning: what we have
here seems to be a kalima as a minimal meaningful unit, i.e. what modern Western—mainly American—linguistics calls a morpheme. Unfortunately, ʾAstarābāḏī’s commentary of the terms “instituted for a single
meaning” does not confĳirm this interpretation:
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He means by that the meaning, of which one part is not signifĳied by any
part of the expression, whether this meaning has a part (like the meaning
of ḍaraba which means the maṣdar and the tense) or whether it does not,
like the meaning of ḍarb.6
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In other words, an expression can be single, as ḍaraba and ḍarb, each
counting for one and only one kalima, but its meaning can be either single, as in ḍarb, or multiple, as in ḍaraba, which adds to the meaning of
ḍarb that of the past tense . . .
Nevertheless, at this point, one could perfectly maintain that kalima
is a morpheme, in the sense of the American distributionalist linguistics,
which “conceives the meaningful unit as a segment of the speech chain,
vehicle of a meaning which is exterior to it” (Ducrot & Schaefffer 1995: 360).
In such a conception, it is possible that “an unanalysable phonic element
can bear many clearly distinct meanings”. This very fact leads to distinguish between morpheme as an abstract unit, and morph as a concrete
segment and consequently, to introduce the concept of allomorph, when
to the same abstract morpheme correspond several concrete morphs, and
of portmanteau morph, when to the one and same morph correspond
several morphemes. This would be the case of ḍaraba, counted as one
kalima, even if we recognise two meanings in it.
Is ḍaraba really an “unanalysable phonic element”? ʾAstarābāḏī goes
back to the verb in the past tense. He writes:

In ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.2): lafḏ̣ mawḍūʿ li-maʿnā mufrad.
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.3): yaʿnī bihi al-maʿnā allaḏī lā yadullu juzʾ lafḏ̣ihi ʿalā juzʾihi
sawāʾ kāna li-ḏālika al-maʿnā juzʾ naḥw maʿnā ḍaraba ad-dāll ʿalā l-maṣdar waz-zaman ʾaw
lā juzʾ lahu ka-maʿnā ḍarb.
5

6
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As for the verb in the past tense, like ḍaraba, this is an interesting point: in
fact, it is undoubtedly a kalima, though the process is signifĳied by its ordered
consonants and the assertion of this process in the past is signifĳied by its
form, which afffects its consonants. The form is a part of the expression,
since it represents the number of the consonants, including the whole set
of the short vowels and the lack of short vowels; this set has been the object
of a specifĳic institution. Vowels are a part of what is uttered. Thus the verb
in the past tense is a kalima made up of two parts, each indicating a part
of its meaning.7
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It is then clear that for ʾAstarābāḏī, in ḍaraba there are not only two meanings, but to each of these meanings corresponds a part of the expression:
the “ordered consonants”, i.e. the consonantal root √ḍrb for ḍarb and the
whole represented by the number of vocalised or non-vocalised consonants, i.e. the pattern (wazn) R1aR2aR3 for the past tense.8
ʾAstarābāḏī adds that what is true for ḍaraba is also true for the plural
ʾusud ‘some lions’ as opposed to ʾasad ‘a lion’ and for the diminutive [ʾusayd
‘a lion cub’],9 for the plurals masājid ‘some mosques’ and rijāl ‘some men’,
for ḍārib ‘striking’, maḍrūb ‘striken’ and miḍrab ‘a striking tool’:

ht

because the diminutive, the plural, the agent, the patient and the tool in the
abovementioned examples are signifĳied by the short vowels occurring with
the added consonant and/or the long vowel.10

ig

He concludes:
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It is not correct to claim here that the incidental form is a kalima which, as
a result of the combination, has become as a part of another kalima [. . .].
These kalim consitute therefore a relevant objection, unless one limits the
explanation of “complex expression” and says “it is something a part of the
expression of which indicates a part of its meaning”. In such an expression,

7
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.5–6): ʾammā l-fĳiʿl al-māḍī naḥw ḍaraba fa-fīhi naḏ̣ar li-ʾannahu
kalima bi-lā xilāf maʿa ʾanna al-ḥadaṯ madlūl ḥurūfĳihi al-murattaba wal-ʾixbār ʿan ḥuṣūl
ḏālika l-ḥadaṯ fī z-zaman al-māḍī madlūl waznihi aṭ-ṭāriʾ ʿalā ḥurūfĳihi wal-wazn juzʾ al-lafḏ̣
ʾiḏ huwa ʿibāra ʿan ʿadad al-ḥurūf maʿa majmūʿ as-sakanāt al-mawḍūʿa waḍʿan muʿayyanan
wal-ḥarakāt mimmā yutalafffaḏ̣ bihi fa-huwa ʾiḏan kalima murakkaba min juzʾayn yadullu
kullu wāḥid minhumā ʿalā juzʾ maʿanāhu.
8
At fĳirst sight, ʾAstarābāḏī’s analysis is not so diffferent from that of the Western scholars of Arabic. Actually, it deviates from it on a crucial point: the lexical meaning ‘to strike’
is not directly related to the consonantal root √ḍrb. It is only indirectly attached to it since
it represents, in the derived word, (here the perfect ḍaraba), the base it derives from, i.e.
the maṣdar ḍarb.
9
ʾAstarābāḏī does not quote the word itself.
10
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.6): li-ʾanna d-dāll ʿalā maʿnā at-taṣġīr wal-jamʿ wal-fāʿil walmafʿūl wal-ʾāla fī l-ʾamṯila al-maḏkūra al-ḥarakāt aṭ-ṭāriʾa maʿa al-ḥarf az-zāʾid.
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one of these two parts immediately follows the other, whereas in the abovementioned kalima, the two parts are heard together.11
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In other words, ʾAstarābāḏī recognises that a word like ḍaraba, just like
other words of the same kind, is not only semantically, but also morphologically complex. According to modern Western linguistics, one can recognise in it not only two morphemes, but also two morphs; according
to the Arabic grammatical tradition, one should—given the defĳinition of
the kalima—see in it two kalima and not one. However, the Arabic grammatical tradition has always seen in it only one kalima. In order to avoid
the contradiction, ʾAstarābāḏī proposes to consider as complex only the
expression a part of which immediately follows (mutaʿaqqib) the other. This
confĳirms that a kalima, though not being a word, a morpheme or a morph,
is a segment of the utterance. The criterion of the consecution allows us
to exclude from the defĳinition of kalima the bound morphemes, belonging
to what today is called non-concatenative morphology. It is already clear
that this criterion does not allow to exclude the morphemes belonging to
the concatenative morphology, i.e. those which ʾAstarābāḏī refers to in the
passage above in brackets ([. . .]) that we quote here:

ht

as we claimed concerning the previous kalimāt and as it would be correct to
claim concerning the inflectional vowels.12
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2.2. The morphemes belonging to concatenative morphology

op

Here is what the “abovementioned kalimāt” were:

C

If one says: when you say muslimāni, muslimūna, baṣrī and all the imperfect verbs, a part of the expression of each of them indicates a part of their
meaning; the wāw marks the plural, the ʾalif marks the dual, the yāʾ marks
the nisba and the prefĳixes of the imperfect mark at the same time the imperfect and the person. The same can be said for the tāʾ of feminisation in
qāʾima, the tanwīn and the defĳinite article, and the two ʾalif of feminisation.
The expression of each of them [i.e. of these kalimāt], just like their meaning, is therefore necessarily complex. There are then two kalima, not one.13

11
Wa-lā yaṣiḥḥu ʾan naddaʿiya hāhunā ʾanna l-wazn aṭ-ṭāriʾ kalima ṣārat bit-tarkīb ka-juzʾ
kalima [. . .] fal-iʿtirāḍ bi-hāḏihi l-kalim iʿtirāḍ wārid ʾillā ʾan nuqayyida tafsīr al-lafḏ̣ al-murakkab fa-naqūla huwa mā yadullu juzʾuhu ʿalā juzʾ maʿnāhu wāḥid al-juzʾayni mutaʿaqqib
lil-ʾāxar wa-fī hāḏihi l-kalima al-maḏkūra al-juzʾāni masmūʿāni maʿan
12
Kamā ddaʿaynā fī l-kalim al-mutaqaddima wa-kamā yaṣiḥḥu ʾan yuddaʿā fī l-ḥarakāt
al-ʾiʿrābiyya.
13
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.5): ʾin qīla ʾinna fī qawlika muslimāni wa-muslimūna wa-baṣriyy
wa-jamīʿ al-ʾafʿāl al-muḍāriʿa juzʾ lafḏ̣ kull wāḥid minhā yadullu ʿalā juzʾ maʿnāhu ʾiḏ al-wāw
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All the expressions mentioned by ʾAstarābāḏī constitute a sequence of
two segments. We shall refer here to his own examples and when he
does not give any, we shall refer to those given by his commentator ʿAlī
b. Muḥammad, known as as-Sayyid aš-Šarīf al-Jurjānī, in the “margin”
(Ḥāšiya):
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1. muslimāni ‘two Muslims’, analysable as muslim + ā(ni), where ā is the
mark of the dual, but also a mark of declension, in this case the nominative, as opposed to muslimayni, accusative-genitive;
2. muslimūna ‘Muslims’, analysable as muslim + ū(na), where ū is the
mark of the masculine plural, but also a mark of declension, in this
case the nominative, as opposed to muslimīna, accusative-genitive ;
3. baṣriyy, analysable as baṣr (stem of al-Baṣra) + iyy, which marks the
‘relation’ (nisba), i.e. ‘from Basra, Basrian’;
4. the imperfect prefĳixes: ʾAstarābāḏī does not give any example, but
his commentator gives ʾaḍribu ‘I (will) strike’. It is clear that ʾaḍribu,
taḍribu ‘you (will) strike’, yaḍribu ‘he (will) strike’ . . . can be analysed
as prefĳixes ʾa-, ta-, ya- added to a stem ḍrib14 and that these prefĳixes,
as mentioned by ʾAstarābāḏī, mean both the imperfect and the ‘state
of the agent’ (ḥāl al-fāʿil). His commentator is more detailed, for he
speaks on the one hand of ‘future or present’ (al-ʾistiqbāl ʾaw l-ḥāl), on
the other of ‘speaker, addressee, masculine, for example’ (at-takallum
wal-xiṭāb wat-taḏkīr maṯalan);
5. qāʾima ‘standing’ analysable as qāʾim + at-, where at- is a mark of the
feminine;
6. the two tāʾ of “feminisation” are exemplifĳied by his commentator (Šarīf
Jurjānī Ḥāšiya in ŠKāfĳiya:, 1.istidrakāt 5) through ḥublā ‘pregnant’ and
ḥamrāʾ ‘red’. It is worthwhile noting that the segmentation of ḥublā
into ḥubl + ā and of ḥamrāʾ into ḥamr + āʾ leaves a segment that coincides neither with a word, nor with a stem: the word is ḥabal ‘pregnancy’ in the fĳirst case and ḥumra ‘redness’ in the second. We could see
here some intermediary (in synchrony) or transitional (in diachrony)

tadullu ʿalā l-jamʿiyya wal-ʾalif ʿalā t-taṯniya wal-yāʾ ʿalā n-nisba wa-ḥurūf al-muḍāraʿa ʿalā
maʿnā fī l-muḍāriʿ wa-ʿalā ḥāl al-fāʿil ʾayḍan wa-kaḏā tāʾ at-taʾnīṯ fī qāʾima wat-tanwīn
wa-lām at-taʿrīf wa-ʾalifā at-taʾnīṯ fa-yajibu ʾan yakūna lafḏ̣ kull wāḥid minhā murakkaban
wa-kaḏā l-maʿnā fa-lā yakūnu kalima bal kalimatayn.
14
Since the vowels of both the prefĳix and the stem can be subject to apophony, for
example the passive yuḍrab ‘he is /will be stricken’, the prefĳix is exactly ʾ(V), t(V), y(V)
and the stem is ḍrVb . . .
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forms between concatenative morphology and non-concatenative
morphology.

We have obviously noted that ʾAstarābāḏī includes in this list the defĳinite
article and the tanwīn. The defĳinite article is prefĳixed to the noun, e.g.
ar-rajul ‘the man’, and the tanwīn is sufffĳixed to the noun, which bears the
declension vowel: Zaydu-n, qāʾimu-n etc. ʾAstarābāḏī concludes:
the answer is that all I have mentioned constitutes two kalima which have
become, as a result of the strong amalgam, like one kalima: the compound
expression has been given the desinential inflection of the kalima, and this
because the afffĳixes are not independent; the same can be said of the inflectional vowels.15
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In his answer, ʾAstarābāḏī, as a good logician, draws the conclusion necessarily resulting from Ibn Ḥājib’s defĳinition of the kalima as a minimal
meaningful unit. Such a defĳinition leads to recognise as a kalima all morphemes belonging to the concatenative morphology, i.e. not only those he
generically labels as ḥurūf muttaṣila, but also the declension vowels.
ʾAstarābāḏī’s originality clearly appears when comparing his text to
Šarīf Jurjānī’s critical commentary in margin of the ŠKāfĳiya:
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It is clear that the tanwīn and the article belong to the particles and that
both have been counted amongst them: each of the two is therefore immediately one kalima. Thus, an expression such as ar-rajul is made of two—not
one—kalima.16

op

Further on he adds:

C

as for the ʾalif of dualisation, the wāw of the plural, the yāʾ of the nisba, the tāʾ
of vocalised feminisation and the two ʾalif of feminisation, we have already
said that they belong to the formatives, which are added to the kalim.17

Šarīf Jurjānī’s commentary shows that ʾAstarābāḏī groups together under
the name of ḥurūf muttaṣila (translated here as ‘afffĳixes’) what Šarīf Jurjānī
himself distinguishes as ḥurūf al-maʿānī on one side and ḥurūf al-mabānī

15
Fal-jawāb ʾanna jamīʿ mā ḏakartu kalimatāni ṣāratā min šiddat al-ʾimtizāj kakalima wāḥida fa-ʾuʿriba al-murakkab ʾiʿrāb al-kalima wa-ḏālika li-ʿadam istiqlāl al-ḥurūf
al-muttaṣila fī l-kalim al-maḏkūra wa-ka-ḏālika al-ḥarakāt al-ʾiʿrābiyya.
16
Lā xafāʾ fī ʾanna t-tanwīn wa-lām at-taʿrīf min ḥurūf al-maʿānī wa-qad ʿaddūhumā
fīhā fa-kull wāḥida minhumā kalima ʿalā ḥiyālihā [sic: read ʿalā ḥālihā] fa-naḥw ar-rajul
kalimatāni lā kalima wāḥida.
17
ʾAmmā ʾalif at-taṯniya wa-wāw al-jamʿ wa-yāʾ an-nisba wa-tāʾ at-taʾnīṯ al-mutaḥarrika
fa-qad qīla ʾinnahā min ḥurūf al-mabānī zīdat fī l-kalim.
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on the other. The fĳirst term is the plural of ḥarf maʿnā (litt. ‘semantic
articulation’) which, in the Arabic grammatical terminology, designates
the particle, as opposed to ḥarf lafḏ̣, which designates the ‘phonic articulation’ (consonants and long vowels). The second term is the plural of ḥarf
mabnā, which designates the elements taking part in word formation (for
this reason we have translated it as ‘formative’). If ʾAstarābāḏī can operate
such a grouping, it is clearly because the ḥurūf al-mabānī are as meaningful as the ḥurūf al-maʿānī. Therefore, ʾAstarābāḏī introduces a double
conceptual and terminological innovation. Conceptually, he fĳinds the idea
of morpheme in its most general sense: this concept groups together the
morphemes belonging to non-concatenative morphology (‘root’ and ‘pattern’) as well as those belonging to concatenative morphology. In this last
case, the concept groups together the morphemes belonging to derivation as well as inflection, and, in the case of inflection, those belonging to
purely morphological inflection as well as those belonging to desinential
inflection (at the intersection between morphology and syntax). Terminologically, he has a term for “afffĳix”, even if this term is less general than his
concept of morpheme: in fact, it excludes the inflectional vowels, though
they are recognised as morphemes afffĳixed to the word.18 This is explained
by a terminological reason, i.e. the fact that in the Arabic grammatical
terminology ḥarf and ḥaraka are in opposition.
This blurring of the boundary between ḥurūf al-maʿānī and ḥurūf
al-mabānī is confĳirmed by the fact that ʾAstarābāḏī transfers the defĳinition of the ḥurūf al-maʿānī as ‘expression signifying [not in itself but]
in another’ (lafḏ̣ dāll ʿalā maʿnā fī ġayrihi) to the ḥurūf al-mabānī. As he
writes: “the ḥarf creates its meaning in an expression other than itself,
which either precedes it, as in baṣriyy, or follows it, as in ar-rajul”.19
Nevertheless, we should not attribute to ʾAstarābāḏī what he does not
say. He simply reacts as a logician to Ibn Ḥājib’s defĳinition of the kalima.
This defĳinition, of an intensional type, has undesirable efffects in extension:
literally, it would end up considering all morphemes as kalima. However,

18
Cf. Šarīf Jurjānī’s commentary to the sentence “the same can be said of inflectional
vowels” (ʾAstarābāḏī ŠKāfĳiya: 1.istidrakāt on p. 5.6–7): “he means that they are also kalimāt
in themselves, belonging to the category of ḥurūf ”(yaʿnī ʾannahā ʾayḍan kalimāt bi-raʾsihā
min qabīl al-ḥurūf ): in this context, Šarīf Jurjānī is obviously referring to ʾAstarābāḏī’s ḥurūf
mutaṣṣila, all the more so as he adds: “but as a result of the strong amalgam between
inflectional vowel and something else, he counted the whole as one kalima” (lākin li-šiddat
imtizāj al-ḥaraka bi-ġayrihā ʿadda l-majmūʿ kalima wāḥida).
19
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.9): fal-ḥarf mūjid li-maʿnāhu fī lafḏ̣ ġayrihi ʾimmā muqaddam
ʿalayhi kamā fī naḥw baṣriyy ʾaw muʾaxxar ʿanhu kamā fī ar-rajul.
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not every morpheme is a kalima; moreover, some sets of two morphemes
are considered as one kalima . . . In order to avoid these undesirable efffects,
there is no other solution in logic, than to restrict the defĳinition (qayd, pl.
quyūd). A fĳirst restriction, the non-consecution of two elements of a set,
allows him to exclude from the category of kalima the bound morphemes
belonging to the non-concatenative morphology. A second restriction, i.e.
the incidence of desinential inflection, allows him then to exclude from
the category of kalima the bound morphemes belonging to the concatenative morphology.
However, in his commentary to the sentence “the compound expression has been given the desinential inflection of the kalima”, Šarīf Jurjānī
distinguishes between four cases:
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this is evident in expressions such as baṣriyy, qāʾima, ḥublā and ḥamrāʾ,
because the desinential inflection, at the end of the compound expression,
afffects a part which originally has no right to it. As for the noun afffected
by the tanwīn, this tanwīn occurs after the inflectional vowel afffecting the
fĳirst part of the noun. In the case of the dual and the plural, if we take the
marks of each of them as the desinential inflection itself, since they replace
the inflectional vowels, then there is no desinential inflection afffecting the
compound expression, but only the fĳirst part of it. The desinential inflection,
in expressions such as ar-rajulu and ʾaḍribu, actually afffects the second part
of the expression, which has right to it, not the set constituted by the second
and the fĳirst part: think about it!20
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Šarīf Jurjānī’s commentary has a double merit. It shows the double function of the inflectional vowels in ʾAstarābāḏī: if they are not kalimāt, but
parts of kalimāt, they are at the same time boundaries of kalimāt. Moreover, it stresses the inadequacy of ʾAstarābāḏī’s criterion: if it allows considering the tanwīn as a kalima, it no longer allows considering the defĳinite
article as a kalima! This pernicious efffect bears also a paradox: the Arab
grammatical tradition has always considered the article as a kalima. On
the contrary, as Levin (1986; 2007) reminds us this is not the case for the
tanwīn: a grammarian such as Sībawayhi (d. 177/793?) does not consider

20
ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya, 1.istadrākāt 5): haḏā fī naḥw baṣriyy wa-qāʾima wa-ḥublā
wa-ḥamrāʾ ḏ̣āhir li-ʾanna l-ʾiʿrāb fī ʾāxir al-murakkab ʿalā juzʾ lā yastaḥiqquhu ʾaṣlan
wa-ʾammā l-munawwan fat-tanwīn fīhi baʿd ḥarakat al-ʾiʿrāb ʿalā l-juzʾ al-ʾawwal wa-fī
l-muṯannā wal-majmūʿ ʾin juʿila l-ʿalāma nafs al-ʾiʿrāb qāʾima maqām al-ḥarakāt fa-lā ʾiʿrāb
lil-murakkab bal lil-juzʾ al-ʾawwal wal-ʾiʿrāb fī naḥw ar-rajulu wa-ʾaḍribu ʾinnamā huwa liljuzʾ aṯ-ṯānī allaḏī yastaḥiqquhu lā lil-majmūʿ al-murakkab minhu wa-min al-juzʾ al-ʾawwal
fa-taʾammal.
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it as a kalima, but as a part of kalima, to be included among the zawāʾid
‘added elements’.21
So we are now back to the starting point. In the sequence ar-rajulu as
well as in the sequence Zaydun, ʾAstarābāḏī counts the same number of
morphemes, i.e. three: al + rajul + u; Zayd + u + n. In the two sequences,
he alternatively counts one kalima (al-rajulu; Zaydun) or two (al + rajul;
Zayd + n), where the inflectional vowel is never counted as a kalima, but
only as a part of a kalima: al + rajul-u; Zayd-u + n. This confĳirms the negative response that we have given to the initial question: kalima is neither
a word, nor a morpheme. In both cases, there is only one word, in which
case the Arab grammarians do not use the term kalima but lafḏ̣a, as Šarīf
Jurjānī reminds us in margin of the ŠKāfĳiya: “but, because of the amalgam
between the two [i.e. the article and the noun], we apply to them the
name of lafḏ̣a”.22 In any case, this allows us to provide a positive answer
to the same question.

pr
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3. The Kalima, a Constituent of the Utterance
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There is only one possible interpretation of the kalima compatible with
this double counting. It is not a semantic one, even if the kalima is a
meaningful unit. It is not a morphological one, even if the kalima is an
“expression”, i.e. a concrete segment of the utterance, with a signifĳicant
exception, that of the “hidden pronoun”. It is then a syntactic one: a
kalima is a “part of the constructed discourse”, i.e. a constituent of the
utterance, which in its turn can be divided into constituents.
The example ar-rajulu, compared to rajulun ‘a man’, shows the principle of segmentation of the utterance into constituents and of its constituents into constituents: this cannot but be distribution.23 If ar-rajulu

21

See also Levin (this volume)
Wa-lākin li-šiddat al-ʾimtizāj baynahumā yuṭlaq ʿalayhimā al-lafḏ̣a. Cf. ʾAstarābāḏī
himself, (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.5.3–4): “an expression such as qālā [‘they both said’] and qālū [‘they
said’] is, just like arṭā [a kind of tree] and burquʿ [‘veil, burkah’], one and only one word.
The same applies to all that is uttered in one and only one time, though each of the fĳirst
two is made of two kalima, as opposed to the last two” (miṯl qawlika qālā wa-qālū ka-arṭā
wa-burquʿ lafḏ̣a wāḥida wa-kaḏā kull mā yutalafffaḏ̣ bihi marra wāḥida maʿa anna kull
wāḥid min al-awwalayn kalimatān bi-xilāf aṯ-ṯāniyayn).
23
On the syntactic and, more specifĳically, distributional basis of word classifĳication,
see Owens (1989).
22
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and rajulun count each as one kalima, it is because they have the same
distribution. Both can be the subject of a verbal sentence such as:
(5) qāma r-rajulu
stood

art-man.n

‘the man stood’
(6) qāma rajulu-n
man.n-tanwīn

‘a man stood’
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On this point ʾAstarābāḏī does not innovate: I refer the reader to
Zamaxšarī’s Mufaṣṣal in which he defĳines the kalām as “what is composed of two kalima, one of which is predicated of the other” adding that
“this occurs only in the case of two nouns [. . .] or of a verb and a noun”.24
Yet, he gives as an example of the fĳirst case Zaydun ʾaxūka ‘Zayd is your
brother’ and Bišrun ṣāḥibuka ‘Bišr is your companion’. Zamaxšarī counts
indeed two kalimāt, which are nouns, in this utterance, but the second
one is divided in its turn into two nouns, a substantive and a sufffĳixed
pronoun. Conclusion: ism is used here not as a noun in the sense of word
class, but in the sense of a noun phrase.
If ar-rajulu and rajulun count each as two kalimāt, it is because the defĳinite article and the tanwīn are in complementary distribution. Because of
its mutual exclusion with the article, we can see in the tanwīn one of the
determiners of the noun. However, there is some uncertainty amongst
grammarians, on the meaning of this determiner, whereas there is none
on the meaning of the article (“particle of defĳinition”). According to
Zamaxšarī (Mufaṣṣal: 328), the tanwīn of rajulun is the same as that of
Zaydun. Since Zayd is a proper noun, this cannot be a mark of indefĳinition: it is only a mark of “declinability” (makāna or tamakkun). According
to ʾAstarābāḏī (ŠKāfĳiya: 1.13), on the contrary, “the tanwīn, in rajulun, is
a mark of indefĳinition, too” (at-tanwīn fī rajulun yufīdu t-tankīr ʾayḍan).
This uncertainty is easily explainable if we think that the tanwīn can be
pronounced only if the inflectional vowel is pronounced, too. Yet, in the
orthoepy of Classical Arabic, there is a case in which the tanwīn is not
pronounced: the pause. The noun determination system changes whether
the distribution is funded on the noun’s inflected (ar-rajulu vs rajulun) or

24
Zamaxšarī (Mufaṣṣal 6): al-kalām huwa l-murakkab min kalimatayn ʾusnidat ʾiḥdāhumā
ʾilā l-ʾuxrā, and wa-ḏāka lā yataʾattā ʾillā fī smayn [. . .] ʾaw fī fĳiʿl wa-ism.
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pausal (ar-rajul vs rajul) forms: in the fĳirst case, we can oppose a mark
of defĳinition (al-) to a mark of indefĳinition (-n); in the second, we can
oppose only a positive mark of defĳinition to a negative mark of indefĳinition (al- vs -∅). Actually, since the inflected and pausal forms of the noun
coexist, the tanwīn of rajulun can hardly be anything else than a purely
redundant mark of indefĳinition. For this reason, the status of the tanwīn
hesitates between kalima and part of kalima.
I am of course well aware that what has been said has to do with a theory of the sentence that, from the 4th/10th century on, has been strongly
influenced by the Greek logic: at that time, the term ʾisnād acquired the
meaning of ‘predication’. Each utterance (kalām) is therefore defĳined as a
sentence ( jumla), i.e. a set (literal meaning of the term) of two elements
( juzʾ) in a predicative connection. One can easily imagine that at times
some recalcitrant structures are introduced by force into the model . . . In
any case, the number and the hierarchy of the kalimāt will be further justifĳied with reference to this model: the noun is what can be either subject
or predicate in a sentence; the verb is what can be predicate but not subject in a sentence; the particle is what can be neither subject nor predicate
in a sentence.25
Another influence of the logic can be seen in the distinction, among the
kalimāt, between the noun and the verb as “expression signifying [each
one] in itself ” (lafḏ̣ dāll ʿalā maʿnā fī nafsihi), as opposed to the particle
which is “an expression signifying in an [expression] other than itself ”.26
This distinction immediately reminds us of the diffference done by ancient
logic between categorematic and syncategorematic terms, as presented by
Priscian (Institutiones grammaticae 2.4.15):

C

partes orationis sunt duae nomen et verbum, quia haec solae et jam per se
conjunctae plenam faciunt orationem; alias autem partes syncategoremata,
hoc est consignifĳicantia, appellant.

Lalande’s Vocabulaire technique et critique de la philosophie (1972) made
this quotation in order to support his defĳinition of the term categorematic
as “when speaking of words, those which have a meaning in themselves”.
Actually, this simply repeats in a semantic way what categorematic does
in a syntactic way, i.e. which can constitute by itself the predicate (gr.
katēgorēma) in a clause.
25
Cf. ʾAstarābāḏī (6, ll. 8–12; 8, ll. 31–32). For a critical commentary, cf. Guillaume (1988,
though he does not quote ʾAstarābāḏī). Cf. also Owens (1989).
26
Cf. Guillaume (1988) for more references.
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(7) ḍarab-tu ḍarab-ta
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The same applies here: the logical or semantic vocabulary must not
hide the syntactic reality. How to understand that the sufffĳixes of the perfect are categorised as kalima, but not the prefĳixes of the imperfect, when
we know that they are both recognised as bound morphemes playing the
same semantic role (they mark fĳirstly the person, secondly the gender
and/or the number)? How to understand that some sufffĳixes of the perfect
and the imperfect, recognised as marks of gender and/or number, as classifĳied as personal pronouns (ḍamāʾir) and so as kalima, but not the -t of
ḍaraba?27 Finally, how to understand the existence of the implicit kalima
which is represented by the “hidden pronoun” (aḍ-ḍamīr al-mustatir)?
There is no answer to these questions unless one introduces in one way
or another the concept of distribution. This is evident in the case of the
perfect: 1st and 2nd person sufffĳixes have the same distribution as the 3rd
person lexically full subject:
ḍarab(a) Zaydun

stroke-you

stroke Zayd

‘you stroke’

‘Zayd stroke’
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stroke-I

‘I stroke’
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On the contrary, the fact that in the 3rd person of the imperfect the prefĳix and the lexically full subject occur together leads grammarians not to
see in the 1st and 2nd persons some SV structures, but rather to rebuild
V[S] structures by analogy with the perfect (considered as a basic structure), i.e.:
(8) yaḍribu Zaydun

taḍribu [ʾanta]

ʾaḍribu [ʾanā]

you-strike [you]

I-strike [I]

C

he-strike Zayd

‘Zayd strikes (will strike)’ ‘you strike/will strike’ ‘I strike/will
strike’

Similarly, what makes necessary to see in Zaydun qāma, not a bound sentence subject/verb, but a segmented sentence topic/comment,28 is the fact

27
Called “unvowelled tāʾof feminisation” (tāʾ at-taʾnīṯ as-sākina) and counted by
Zamaxšarī (Mufaṣṣal, 328) as a ḥarf “the occurrence of which aims at indicating immediately that the subject is feminine” (duxūluhā lil-ʾīḏān min ʾawwal al-amr ʾanna l-fāʿil
muʾannaṯ). The ḥarf is undoubtedly a kalima, but it is not a major constituent.
28
We use here the particularly accurate terminology employed by the Swiss linguist
Charles Bally (1865–1947: Bally 1965).
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that we fĳind in the same context for example, Zaydun qāma ʾabūhu. This
allows again for an analogical reconstruction, i.e.:
(9) Zaydun qāma [huwa]
Zayd stood [he]

Zaydun qāma ʾabūhu
Zayd stood father-he

‘as for Zayd, he stood’ ‘as for Zayd, his father stood’

Conclusion
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This explains why ʾAstarābāḏī’s writings have delighted me for over thirty
years. Who else offfers us a double analysis of an expression such as ʾaḍribu,
once as a word (lafḏ̣a) and once as a sentence ( jumla)? As a word, ʾaḍribu
can be analysed as a sequence of three segments ʾa + ḍrib + u, to which
correspond at least than fĳive meanings: 1st person singular (marked by the
prefĳix [ʾ]) of the imperfect (marked by the prefĳixation itself to the stem of
the verb) indicative (marked by the vowel -u) of the active voice (marked
by the vocalisation of the prefĳix and of the stem). However, as a sentence,
ʾaḍribu must be analysed as a sequence of two constituents (kalima),
one explicit (malfūḏ̣ bihā), the verb, and one implicit (muqaddara), the
“hidden pronoun”, subject of the verb.29 This double analysis allows us to
understand not only what a kalima is not, but also what it is.
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